
Current state of the outdoor advertising industry
Today, OOH advertisements have to compete with digital media for consumers’ attention. 
Many of us stumble around city centres glued to our smartphones, looking up just long 
enough to cross the road or avoid a fellow pedestrian. Others, in the face of
busy schedules, race from meeting to meeting, shop to shop, with barely a second’s
thought given to their surroundings.

 

The rise of DOOH
Fortunately, the digital age has also given rise to new tools and capabilities that
make OOH advertising increasingly powerful. These include programmatic OOH, an
increase in inventory and new digital formats that are inspiring richer, content-led
adverts. Thanks to these Digital Out of Home (DOOH) technologies and processes,
advertisers have more choice than ever about the targeting, activation and
measurement of OOH campaigns.

 Challenges facing DOOH 

The digital world is moving fast, and with programmatic DOOH still relatively immature, it is 
critical to use the technology available to today's modern publishers and advertisers to help 
them address the challenges they face on a daily basis to ensure the delivery of effective 
campaigns and maximise their advertising revenues. Some of these challenges include:

● High cost of advertising through this channel
● Difficulty building successful partnerships
● Inefficient campaign management and optimization
● Hard to measure KPIs, such as ROI
● Limited analytics and reporting capabilities 
● Manual inventory management
● Large number of integration systems required
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ADvendio’s cross-media calendar displays 
available, reserved, and offered ad specs 
according to set filters, including built-in 
real-time exclusivity check. The booking 
calendar is completely flexible to your 
unique formats showing available, offered, 
booked and overbooked OOH inventory.  
Safeguarding you from double-bookings 
and ensuring only available inventory can be 
sold. 

Cross-media booking calendar

Leave behind ineffective manual 
entry with intelligent automation

Reduce manual and time-consuming 
campaign optimization  by automating the 
collection and synchronization of OOH ad  
metrics via external systems. Create 
contracts and automatically generate credit 
notes & invoices based on delivery numbers 
and inventory actuals. 

ADvendio solution for DOOH
Because of these challenges, OOH media must work harder than ever before and leverage 
new technological capabilities to increase effectiveness and efficiency. ADvendio is highly 
customizable to fit even the most complex of Digital Out-of-home (DOOH) requirements. 
Increase the efficiency of your out-of-home advertising by managing and automating all 
major digital business processes from full ad inventory control to cost management. 

 

Easily integrate with external systems 
All linear and programmatic activities may be 
managed holistically in one system. To fill the 
gap between ADvendio and your data from 
external systems, ADvendio includes ad server, 
exchange, social media platforms DMP, ERP, 
and accounting system interfaces as standard. 
With cross-channel comparison reporting, 
agencies can measure KPIs and drive client 
campaign adjustments.
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Powerful performance reporting 
Automated reports provide insight & analysis on 
direct & programmatic campaign performance 
thanks to smart integrations with ad servers & 
exchanges. Benefit from the ability to extract 
actionable insights efficiently from your data 
with access to intuitive dashboards and data 
visualizations as standard. 

Automated inventory management
Intelligent features such as publisher payout, 
make buying & selling inventory simple while 
guaranteeing you effortless invoicing accuracy 
with our powerful finance engine. Optimize 
inventory management with a real-time 
overview of available, reserved and booked ad 
specs. This allows you to book your orders 
with a single click directly from your campaign 
manager.

All your advertising data is stored within one 
interconnected system allowing you to obtain a 
360° view of all your revenue streams. Including 
reconciliation of transactional data to stay on 
top of OOH ad sales performance. Create 
reports to extract actionable intelligence by 
visualizing data in intuitive dashboards. 

Company wide analytics & reporting

View All Integrations

All-in-one campaign management allows you to 
maintain all of your clients' campaign data in 
one place, including run times, contracts, client 
data, inventory, and analytics. With ADvendio's 
contract lifecycle management capabilities, you 
can quickly adjust price, order amounts, 
placements, and more during a live campaign.

Centralized campaign management

http://social.advendio.com/C_VDcIVR
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With 14+ years experience in the media 
industry ADvendio is the smarter 
solution for modern ad management. 

www.advendio.com

#1 for Cross Media 
Management on the 
AppExchange

Streamline all advertising transactions in Salesforce

“We have been using 
Salesforce for a long time so 

ADvendio was the perfect 
solution for streamlining our 
workflow and minimize the 

time spent on integrations and 
training. 

Head of Ad & Sales Operations, 
ABC Startsiden

● 100% Salesforce native solution developed for the media industry with key 
enhancements.

● Complete cross-media advertising capabilities for programmatic and direct advertising.

● Streamline the order to invoice management process.

● #1 rated on AppExchange® for cross-media advertising management.

● Effortless invoicing accuracy with our powerful finance engine.

● Comprehensive booking calendar for real-time inventory availability.

● Integrations to leading ad servers, ad exchanges & flat planning systems such as Google 
Ad Manager (formerly DFP), AppNexus, FreeWheel, AdsWizz, and Journal Designer.

● Addressing the latest media selling demands with AI & Big Data, Self-Service capabilities. 

See Full Story 
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